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Dear EFMD member,

technology has achieved some amazing 

things over the past 40 years. when 

EFMD first started, business letters were 

sent out and replies came back two 

weeks later. the fax was truly significant 

in speeding up the process of being 

connected.

Fast-forward to today and where 

we are is quite remarkable with the 

proliferation of smartphones which 

keeps us constantly connected. never 

before have we had such a period in our 

working lives where so much is expected 

all of the time. is this a good thing? no 

it is not! Finding time for reflection, to 

pause and take time out, to achieve the 

mythical work-life balance is now very 

difficult.

the world is slowly emerging from 

a period of economic meltdown but 

many difficulties lie ahead – youth 

unemployment, political uncertainty, 

aging demographics and regional 

disputes to name but a few. the 

business of business schools and the 

learning and development sector are 

also facing challenges on all sides – 

new technology, new players, funding, 

relevance, legitimacy, need for impact 

are all key concerns.

EFMD is a trusted source of knowledge, 

meetings, accreditation, debate and 

exchange. when one is faced with so 

much, it is reassuring to depend on what 

is tried, tested, reliable and valuable. 

technology, speed and social networks 

will not and cannot replace the most 

important aspects of doing business: 

relationships and trust. 

i sincerely believe that by bringing 

together companies, business schools, 

public-sector bodies, entrepreneurs and 

the next generation of business leaders, 

EFMD is one of the most influential 

and important global communities in 

business and management education. 

as an organisation, we will continue to 

support our members around the world 

and i would like to thank all of you who 

contribute an enormous amount of time 

and effort to EFMD by attending events, 

sitting on boards, steering committees 

and advisory bodies, and conducting 

audit visits.

Finally, i would like to congratulate 

Eric cornuel and his team for all their 

ongoing hard work and professionalism 

that resulted in another successful year.

alain Dominique perrin

president, EFMD

MEssagE FroM thE prEsiDEnt

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013

Message from the
President
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Dear EFMD member,

i am pleased to report that 2013 was 

another successful year for EFMD and 

the international network.

the year started on a very positive note 

with the largest-ever gathering of Deans 

and Directors general in January at koç 

university school of business in istanbul, 

turkey. the warm hosts, city and 

bosphorus reinforced the links between 

Europe and asia and showed how the 

EFMD network truly has developed 

internationally over the past 10 years.

the year finished in Madrid with iE 

business school hosting the first EFMD 

conference dedicated to business 

school career services. Establishing this 

conference and community followed 

direct requests from the membership 

and we were delighted with the 

commitment shown for this first event, 

which will now become an annual 

conference focused on the vital role 

career services play in a business school.

between istanbul and Madrid, EFMD 

ran a record number of networking 

events and seminars, published research 

reports, represented the network at 

events across the globe, supported 

many of our global partners and further 

developed the EFMD accreditation 

systems. During the course of the year, 

over 2,300 members took advantage 

of the wide reach of the international 

network and attended events and 

seminars.

a great deal of work has been put into 

our strategy for corporate members and 

one exciting new service we launched 

was the EFMD strategic learning review 

(slr). the design of slr draws on EFMD’s 

15-plus years of experience in the area of 

quality assurance and offers a diagnostic 

check-up service that allows a learning 

organisation to take stock of the strategic 

effectiveness of its operations and its 

impact within the company.

i would like to give my special thanks 

to howard thomas, Dean of the 

singapore Management university, 

for his exceptional work in producing 

two books that celebrate EFMD’s 

journey and chart the progress to our 

40th anniversary. volume 1, promises 

Fulfilled and unfulfilled in Management 

Education was published in 2013 with 

the support of our partners Emerald 

group publishing. it highlighted the 

challenges, issues, themes and lessons 

learned in the 40 years of EFMD’s 

existence.

to finish, i want to thank all of the 

membership for your continued support. 

i hope that together with the dedicated 

EFMD team, we can continue to enhance 

the standing of the network and 

management education worldwide.

Eric cornuel

Director general & cEo, EFMD

MEssagE FroM thE DirEctor gEnEral

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013

Message from the
Director General
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HigHligHts

2013
Highlights

EFMD 40th 
Anniversary book 

Promises Fulfilled and Unfulfilled 

in Management Education: 

Reflections on the Role, Impact and 

Future of Management Education 

was published as a major part of 

the celebrations of EFMD’s 

40th anniversary.

EFMD 
Awards CLIP 

Re-accreditation 
to GasNatural, Grupo 
Santander and MLP

gasNatural Fenosa, grupo 

santander and MlP 

Finanzdienstleistungen Ag 

received CliP re-

accreditation.

EFMD/
Henry 

Mintzberg 
workshop in Brussels

EFMD hosted a special workshop 

with Henry Mintzberg on the 

theme “Developing Practicing 

Managers and their 

Organisations”. EFMD 
Sharing 

Best Practice CLIP 
Masterclass and  

Award Ceremony
this very successful event in 

shanghai focused on “learning 

as a strategic Partner to 

support Business 

growth”.

EQUIS 
Introduces 
Special Re-

accreditation Process
EFMD successfully developed 

and piloted this new process 

for schools that have been 

EQUis accredited for three 

consecutive periods of 

five years.

FORGEC 
Project 

Launched
EFMD began its activities to 

consolidate and strengthen 

Cuban managerial 

capabilities.
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HigHligHts

EPAS 
Accreditations 

Awarded in New 
Countries

EFMD awarded EPAs 

accreditations for the first time 

to institutions in saudi Arabia 

and the Netherlands.

 

Five New 
Schools earn EQUIS 

Accreditation
the Desautels Faculty of Management, 

Mcgill University, Canada, school of 

Business, Hong Kong Baptist University, 

China, school of Economics and 

Management, tongji University, China, 

school of Management, Xiamen 

University, China and University 

of Exeter Business school, 

UK, acquired EQUis 

accreditation.

Strategic 
Learning Review 
– New Corporate 
Services Offering
EFMD completed three 

pilot reviews to test the 

effectiveness and relevance 

of this tool.

EFMD, 
Babson and 

Robins School of 
Business Launched Vision 

2020 Video Contest for 
Undergraduate Students

the south Korean winning team was invited 

to attend the EFMD Annual Undergraduate 

Conference at the st. Petersburg graduate 

school of Management, st. Petersburg, 

Russia, to share their ideas with a 

network of undergraduate 

programme directors.

EFMD 
links with 

European Centre for 
the Strategic Management 

of Universities (ESMU)
this strategic initiative to strengthen 

EFMD’s links with European Union 

institutions and leverage its 

positioning in the area of university 

management was successfully 

implemented.

EFMD First 
Conference on 
Career Services

this successful event 

focused on “Developing 

a successful Career 

services strategy”.
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introDuction

the start of 2013 saw the launch of a 

newly integrated Quality services (Qs) 

portfolio comprising the three main 

EFMD accreditation and development 

systems – EQuis, Epas and EDaF. 

though each is a freestanding quality 

improvement process dealing with 

different aspects of a business school 

or other institution, they also link to a 

potential pathway between systems. 

with this structure, EFMD offers a 

coherent portfolio of improvement and 

development services open to the full 

quality spectrum of business schools or 

institutions.

on 31 January 2013, the Qs annual 

Meeting, as part of the EFMD Deans 

and Directors conference in istanbul, 

reported on the current status and 

the latest developments of EFMD 

accreditation and development systems. 

these included:

• updates on the EQuis, Epas and EDaF 

processes

• the Quality services portfolio approach

• the introduction of special  

re-accreditation for EQuis schools

• Ethics, responsibility and sustainability

• Finance and risk Management

continuing challenges of managing 

diversity in accreditation with respect 

to research, internationalisation, and 

qualitative versus quantitative standards 

were also debated.

During 2013, the Qs team organised 

a range of events to inform business 

schools and other stakeholders on 

EQuis, Epas and EDaF:

• two-day EQuis/Epas accreditation 

seminars focusing on in-depth 

understanding of the processes, 

criteria and schools’ expectations

– brussels, 12–13 February

– hong kong, 4–5 July in 

collaboration with the EFMD asia 

office and hosted by the Faculty 

of business at the hong kong 

polytechnic university

– london, 1–2 october, hosted by 

cass business school

• Quality services information sessions

– santiago de chile, 25 april

– cape town, 2 august

– almaty, 1 november

– Moscow, 14 December

• a one-day Quality services seminar 

on 14 april before the 2013 EFMD 

MEna conference in abu Dhabi;  

a half-day seminar in Dakar on 15 

november following the 2013 EFMD 

africa conference.

the annual joint EQuis and Epas 

committee meeting held in brussels on 

10 october focused on a Development 

strategy and Marketing of the Qs 

portfolio. working groups discussed 

the proposed approach and provided 

the Qs Directorate with numerous 

recommendations. 

More than 350 participants attended 

Quality services events in 2013.

Quality services
Introduction

www.efmd.org

EFMD Quality Services

For international business schools

The annual joint EQUIS and EPAS Committee 
meeting on 10 October focused on a 
Development Strategy and Marketing of the 
QS Portfolio
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EQUis

the EQUis team developed and piloted 

the special Re-accreditation (sR) process 

for schools that have been EQUis-

accredited for three consecutive periods 

of five years. sR focuses on the strategic 

development of schools and is a less 

exhaustive and resource-consuming 

process for leading schools with proven 

quality over 15 years. it balances this 

less intensive approach with the need 

to ensure continuing high quality. Re-

accreditation is not only about assuring 

quality but also assessing continuous 

improvement.

the objectives of this new process are to:

• evaluate essential quality aspects

• analyse progress on development 

objectives

• add value in a more focused but less 

onerous way

• provide challenges for continued 

improvement

• contribute learning to the community 

by sharing best practices

sR involves a smaller Peer Review team, 

a shorter Peer Review Visit, and a more 

concise self-Assessment Report. it 

leads to one of two recommendations: 

re-accreditation for five years or a 

temporary extension of the current 

accreditation for one year within which 

the school must undergo a regular 

full review process. the next re-

accreditation will be a regular full review.

the initial feedback from eight pilot 

schools was positive. A preparatory 

telephone call between the reviewers 

to agree on the focus of the Peer 

Review Visit and an initial meeting with 

the Dean of the school were seen as 

very beneficial aspects of this process. 

the need to have highly qualified and 

experienced reviewers able to contribute 

to the strategic challenges of the 

schools was also acknowledged as very 

important.

the 2013 edition of the EQUis 

documents broadly recognised the 

role of business schools as “globally 

responsible citizens” and as advocates 

of ethical and sustainable behaviour 

in business and society. “Ethics, 

Responsibility and sustainability” 

(ERs) have been added to the EQUis 

system. these aspects are now covered 

throughout the EQUis standards and 

Criteria with a dedicated chapter 

(replacing the chapter on “Contributions 

to the Community”) and new sections in 

other chapters. 

ERs is therefore positioned in the same 

way as  “internationalisation” and  

“Corporate Connections”, reflecting 

EFMD’s belief that it is relevant to every 

aspect of business school management 

and operations.

EQUis organised 46 Peer Review Visits 

between January and December 2013, 

including eight special Re-accreditation 

visits.

EQUis Committee meetings on 5 March, 

28 May and 12 November declared 

11 schools eligible to enter the EQUis 

process. the new schools are from 

Chile, China, France, germany, italy, the 

Netherlands, spain, sweden and the 

United Kingdom.

EQUis Awarding Body (AB) meetings 

on 12 March, 11 June and 17 september 

granted initial accreditation to five new 

schools: 

• Desautels Faculty of Management, 

McGill University, Canada

• School of Business, Hong Kong 

Baptist University, China

• School of Economics and 

Management, Tongji University, China

• School of Management, Xiamen 

University, China

• University of Exeter Business School, 

UK

the AB also granted re-accreditation 

to 30 other schools in 2013 but 

concluded that the accreditation of two 

schools could not be renewed. As of 

31 December 2013, 144 schools in 39 

countries were EQUis accredited.

An annual EQUis Committee meeting 

took place on 10 October, following a 

joint session with the EPAs Committee 

members.

the agenda covered the following items:

• initial feedback and proposals on 

special Re-accreditation

• Developing a multi-campus strategy

• Revision of the policy on major 

restructuring

• training of Peer Review team 

members and chairs

Quality services
EQUIS

“… we want to build on these 
strengths to become a top-10 
business school in the world 
by 2020. The strategic review 
process required by EQUIS has 
helped our Faculty solidify the 
objectives and strategies that 
will help us get there.”  

Peter Todd, Dean, Desautels Faculty of 

Management, Canada
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Epas

QuAlIty SErvIcES

the Epas team organised 25 peer 

review visits between January 

and December 2013. a total of 31 

programmes were reviewed, of which  

15 were new programmes.

the Epas committee considered new 

applications on 15 January, 14 May and 

29 october. sixteen programmes from 

12 institutions were declared eligible. 

During a meeting in brussels on 10 

october, the committee discussed 

general developments in Epas and 

Qs and possible changes to the 

Epas documents and process to be 

included in the next annual revision. in 

particular, the committee discussed the 

incorporation of Ethics, responsibility 

and sustainability (Ers) issues into the 

Epas assessment and the possibility of 

including an EQuis gap analysis during 

an Epas peer review visit.

the members of the Epas committee 

and the Epas accreditation board (ab) 

also met in a joint session in brussels for 

the first time on 11 october. Members 

of the two bodies received an update 

on the on-going discussions at EFMD 

regarding the promotion of the Qs 

portfolio and in particular how to 

improve the marketing of Epas. they 

also discussed, among other topics, the 

need for training Epas reviewers and the 

role and assessment of research within 

the Epas framework.

the Epas accreditation board met on 

14 February, 15 May and 11 october 

and granted accreditation to nine new 

programmes from seven institutions.

the Executive Master of business 

administration of the Faculty of 

Economics and administration, king 

abdulaziz university, was the first 

programme in saudi arabia to receive 

Epas accreditation.

the bsc in business administration 

and the Msc in business administration 

of the school of Management and 

governance, university of twente, were 

the first programmes in the netherlands 

to receive Epas accreditation.

in addition, this was the first time that a 

joint programme accreditation review 

with the accreditation organisation of 

the netherlands and Flanders (nvao) 

was carried out. the feedback on both 

sides was very positive and in the future, 

more joint accreditations with nvao 

may be conducted (and also, potentially, 

with other national accreditation 

agencies) as the Epas system develops.

at the end of 2013, there were 81 

programmes from 61 institutions in  

27 countries accredited by Epas.

Faculty of Business and law,  
Deakin university, Australia
Master of business administration

bachelor of commerce

HEc Management School,  
university of liege, Belgium
Master in business Engineering

IcHEc Brussels Management School, 
Belgium
Master in business Management

Faculty of Business Studies,  
university of vaasa, Finland
Master’s Degree in Finance

EPAS newly accredited programmes:

on 6–7 June, the Epas team successfully 

launched a new Epas advanced 

accreditation seminar designed to 

provide in-depth guidance on how to 

complete the different stages of the Epas 

accreditation process. participants gained 

detailed understanding of how to compile 

a Datasheet and a self-assessment 

report, how to organise an effective peer 

review visit and how to manage the 

post-accreditation phase, including the 

writing of progress reports. the seminar 

had a maximum of 20 participants to 

allow for interactive exchanges and 

extensive group work. Feedback on this 

new offering was extremely positive and 

it will be repeated in 2014.

School of Management and 
Governance, university of twente,  
the netherlands
bsc in business administration

Msc in business administration

Faculty of Economics and 
Administration, King Abdulaziz 
university, Saudi Arabia
Executive Master of business 

administration

nottingham Business School, 
nottingham trent university,  
united Kingdom
ba (hons) international business

Quality services
EPAS

“The process of EPAS 
accreditation has been 
extremely valuable to the School 
and we are delighted to have 
achieved the 5 year accreditation 
which provides an excellent 
platform for us to build upon.” 

Baback Yazdani, Dean, Nottingham 

Business School, United Kingdom
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EDaF & cEl

QuAlIty SErvIcES

EFMD Deans Across Frontiers

the EDaF committee met on 12 

February and 9 october. During 2013, 

the committee declared one school 

from ukraine eligible to enter the EDaF 

process.

as planned, the pilot phase of EDaF 

ended in 2013 with six institutions in the 

pipeline. interestingly, these institutions 

are based in different regions (africa, asia, 

Europe, Middle East and latin america) 

and aim to achieve diverse goals through 

the EDaF mentoring programme (either 

general improvement or pursuing an 

Epas or EQuis accreditation).

the first school to be evaluated within 

the framework of the EDaF process 

began the mentoring stage in January 

2013. three other schools hosted peer 

advisory visits in 2013 and should begin 

the mentoring phase during 2014. the 

other two schools will host visits in 2014.

there has been considerable learning 

from the evaluation visits of the first 

four EDaF pilot schools in 2012/13. as a 

consequence, the EDaF documentation 

will undergo significant revisions in 

2014. importantly, there will be a major 

change in the EDaF system to decouple 

mentoring from evaluation and make it 

optional.

the promotion of EDaF continued in 

2013 through presentations at EFMD 

events (such as conferences and 

accreditation seminars) and at events 

hosted by other networks and partners. 

Quality services information sessions 

that included an introduction to EDaF 

took place in abu Dhabi (attached to 

the EFMD MEna conference) and chile 

in april, in south africa in august, in 

kazakhstan and senegal (attached to the 

EFMD africa conference) in november 

and in Moscow in December. in addition, 

a session on EDaF was included in all 

Epas and EQuis accreditation seminars 

held in 2013 (in brussels, hong kong and 

london).

CEL

the Master of business Education of 

amity university online was awarded 

cEl accreditation. it is the first 

institution in india with a cEl-accredited 

programme and the second in the asia 

region after globalnxt university in 

Malaysia.

the global Management challenge 

programme of sDg – simuladores e 

Modelos de gestão sa was awarded cEl 

re-accreditation.

in total, there are currently 12 

programmes from 11 institutions 

accredited by cEl. the number of cEl 

accreditations has remained constant 

over several years but there has been 

renewed interest in cEl recently 

with two other institutions with four 

programmes currently going through 

cEl accreditation or re-accreditation.

Quality services
EDAF & CEL
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CORPORAtE sERViCEs

nEtwork SErvicES

2013 proved to be a very active year in 

the corporate sector, including CliP-

related activities, a successful special 

interest group (sig), the first pilots of 

the new strategic learning Review, a 

Global Focus supplement, and bridging 

initiatives such as the Excellence in 

Practice Award and EFMD’s collaboration 

in a major Executive Development 

conference. Despite the difficult 

economic conditions, EFMD Corporate 

services had excellent participation by 

its members at the various events and 

was able to keep total membership at a 

stable level.

Corporate Learning 
Improvement Process (CLIP) 
and Sharing Best Practice (SBP) 
Workshops

core clip community – extended  
clip Steering committee
in 2013, société générale and solvay 

group joined the CliP steering 

Committee.

clip Accreditations and  
re-accreditations
three companies were granted 

CliP re-accreditation: MlP 

Finanzdienstleistungen Ag, gasNatural 

Fenosa and grupo santander.

clip Steering committee meeting,  
14 March
Hosted by swissRe, Munich, germany.

Roundtable session on “informal and 

social learning through the 70:20:10 

lens: What is the Role for the Corporate 

learning Function?”

this roundtable was facilitated by 

Charles Jennings, EFMD senior Advisor, 

former Chief learning Officer (ClO) at 

thomson Reuters and Founding Director 

of the 70:20:10 Forum.

Sharing Best practice clip workshop, 
15 March
Hosted by swissRe, Munich, germany.

theme: “Coaching and Mentoring as 

Motors of strategic Change”.

Panelists included ClOs from Allianz, 

BAsF, Essilor international and swissRe.

Marketing and positioning corporate 
universities
A task Force explored the question 

of how to enhance a learning 

Organisation’s recognition, both 

internally and as a part of a company’s 

employer brand. special attention was 

given to the way CliP accreditation can 

contribute to achieving this goal.

Participating companies included BBVA, 

grupo santander and UniCredit. this 

task Force was led by siegfried Hoenle, 

EFMD senior Advisor, former ClO of 

Credit suisse. the report of this task 

Force was submitted to the steering 

Committee during the meeting in Madrid 

in October 2013.

clip Steering committee meeting,  
24 october
Hosted by BBVA, Madrid, spain.

Round-table session on “CliP as an Asset 

for internal and External Branding”.

siegfried Hoenle, EFMD senior Advisor, 

former ClO of Credit suisse, and 

Almudena Rodriguez tarodo, Corporate 

Vice President, Head of Corporate 

Marketing HR Unit, grupo santander, 

ran the session. the content was largely 

inspired by the results of the task Force 

on the same topic.

Sharing Best practice clip workshop, 
25 october
Hosted by BBVA, Madrid, spain.

theme: “Branding as a Key to integration 

in Rolling Out global learning initiatives”.

the session included a keynote speech 

from Diego sanchez de leon, Human 

Capital lead, Accenture, in addition 

to company-specific inputs from 

Accenture, ArcelorMittal, Capgemini and 

grupo santander.

clip Standards and criteria revision 
in order to maintain the relevance of the 

CliP standards and Criteria, a task Force 

worked on the revision of the existing 

documents. Participating ClOs included 

ArcelorMittal, EDF, PsA and UniCredit.

Sharing Best practice clip Masterclass 
and clip Award ceremony – Asia
in order to support EFMD Corporate 

service members in their increasing 

activities in emerging markets and in 

line with EFMD’s international expansion 

strategy, a pilot, sharing Best Practice 

Network services
Corporate Services
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corporatE sErvicEs

nEtworK SErvIcES

three pilot reviews were organised in 

2013 at baloise, switzerland, safran, 

France and tcl academy of leadership 

Development (tcl), china. the strategic 

learning review (slr) will be formally 

launched in 2014.

Companies at EFMD Executive 
Development Conference

the EFMD Executive Development 

conference hosted by iFl stockholm 

school of Economics, sweden, on 9–11 

october explored the changing and 

evolving models of partnership between 

learning and development providers 

and companies. thirty per cent of the 

participants were from companies and 

about 10% from alternative providers 

(Executive Development centres and 

consultants). the strong involvement 

of corporations in the conference and 

the open discussion format were very 

well received by participants. winning 

EFMD Excellence in practice award (Eip) 

cases were also presented during the 

conference. Further details on Eip can be 

found on page 16.

Events

the corporate services unit represented 

EFMD at the following events:

• EMEa hr Directors summit,  

14–15 May, barcelona, spain

• Drucker Forum, 14–15 november, 

vienna, austria

Special Interest Groups (SIG)

learning Business partner SIG

a Global Focus special issue published in 

June 2013 featured a set of articles from 

academia together with the work done 

within EFMD’s communities including 

the learning business partner sig.

leadership Development 2.0 SIG

this special interest group on the 

theme of: “leadership Development 

2.0 – applicable, innovative, and high-

impact solutions for Management and 

leadership Development” held a final 

workshop on 18 april.

the workshop was followed by a 

corporate advisory seminar on 19 

april led by Mario vaupel, EFMD senior 

advisor and professor at steinbeis 

university, on the topic of “leadership 

Development 2.0”.

Strategic Learning Review (SLR)

Drawing on its wide experience in 

the area of quality assurance for both 

business schools and corporate learning 

organisations through the EQuis and 

clip accreditation systems, EFMD 

designed a “six-point diagnostic check-

up” service that allows a learning 

organisation to take stock of the strategic 

effectiveness of its operations and hence 

of its impact within its parent company.

combining a guided self-assessment 

methodology and a one-day on-site 

visit by a two-person EFMD team, the 

resulting evaluation will highlight both 

the areas where a learning organisation 

is performing effectively and the areas 

where fundamental problems may 

need to be addressed. the process 

is designed to be a checkpoint, or 

snapshot, providing a critical analysis of 

the situation at a given moment in time. 

it will also help companies construct a 

roadmap for future development.

clip Masterclass and awarding 

ceremony was organised on 12 

september in shanghai, china. the event 

was hosted by novartis china university 

on the topic of “learning as a strategic 

partner to support business growth”.

novartis provided key content together 

with Microsoft, l’oréal and Mercer. 

academic representatives from the 

prestigious guang hua business school 

of beijing university brought additional 

research input. this workshop attracted 

close to 60 companies from the EFMD 

network as well as major chinese 

companies. a clip awarding ceremony 

was organised to raise clip/EFMD 

visibility. ten local learning units of clip-

accredited companies received clip 

certificates.

60 companies attended the Sharing Best Practice 

CLIP Master Class and CLIP Award Ceremony in 

Shanghai on 12 September

60
“We used the EFMD Strategic 
Learning Review to get an 
outside feedback on where we 
are standing in our pursuit to 
build up a state-of-the-art L&D 
organisation.” 

Achim Wolter, Head of People and 

Organisational Development, Baloise 

Campus, Switzerland
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businEss school sErvicEs

nEtworK SErvIcES

Introduction

EFMD pursued its global strategy 

throughout 2013 and the business 

school services unit organised 

numerous events worldwide. 

these took EFMD a step further towards 

member schools situated outside 

Europe and included events such 

as the conference for international, 

External and corporate relations, pr 

Marketing, communication and alumni 

professionals in hong kong, a record-

breaking attendance at the EFMD 

conference for Deans and Directors 

general in istanbul, the EFMD MEna 

conference in abu Dhabi and the EFMD 

africa conference in senegal. 

the feedback from the 2013 

membership survey again confirmed 

the relevance of the different activities 

organised by EFMD for business school 

representatives across all levels and 

areas of expertise. Members highly value 

these events, which offer opportunities 

to exchange best practices, experiences 

and networking with peers.

Following suggestions from the 

membership, EFMD launched a new 

yearly event aimed at career services 

professionals. this was very successful, 

attracting 91 participants for its first 

edition in november 2013. as in the 

past, the annual conference and the 

conference for Deans and Directors 

general were the best-attended events. 

the case writing competition achieved 

a record with 258 submissions across 15 

categories.

the steering committees, whose job it is 

to design the programmes for business 

school services events, are composed of 

volunteers from member schools around 

the globe. they did excellent work again 

in 2013, reflecting key challenges and 

trends in the different networks. among 

the most discussed topics were the rise 

of Moocs and its implications for the 

management education sector.

EFMD’s involvement in the European 

Quality link (EQual) continued during 

2013. apart from the overall coordination 

of this network of networks, EFMD 

representatives actively contributed 

to the revision of the EQual Mba 

guidelines.

Events

International Deans’ Programme (IDP) 

in partnership with the association of 

business schools (abs)

Module 1: 29–30 January, turkey. hosted 

by koç university school of business.

Module 2: 26–28 March, singapore. 

hosted by nanyang business school, 

nus business school and lee kong 

chian school of business.

Module 3: 17–18 september, germany. 

hosted by university of Mannheim 

business school and Ebs business 

school.

2013 EFMD Conference for Deans and 

Directors General,  

31 January – 1 February.  

hosted by koç university school of 

business, istanbul, turkey. theme – 

“Making things happen”.

2013 EFMD Entrepreneurship 

Conference, 4–5 March. hosted by Eoi 

business school, Madrid, spain. theme 

– “Empowerment of Entrepreneurs for 

growth”.

network services
Business School Services

The new EFMD Career Services 
Conference was very successful, attracting 
91 participants for its first edition
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nEtworK SErvIcES

2013 EFMD Executive Development 

Conference, 9–11 october.

hosted by stockholm school of 

Economics iFl Executive Education, 

stockholm, sweden. theme – “the new 

Frontiers of Executive Development”.

2013 EFMD Africa Conference,  

13–15 november. hosted by institut 

africain de Management, Dakar, senegal. 

theme – “Entrepreneurship and 

Management Education in africa: are we 

Miseducating our students?”.

2013 EFMD Career Services Conference, 

20–22 november. hosted by iE business 

school, Madrid, spain. theme – 

“Developing a successful career services 

strategy in your school”.

2013 EFMD Conference on Master 

Programmes, 2–4 December. hosted 

by whu – otto beisheim school of 

Management, Düsseldorf, germany. 

theme – “Master programmes: 

challenges and solutions”.

2013 EFMD Conference in the MENA 

Region, 14–16 april. hosted by abu 

Dhabi university, abu Dhabi, united arab 

Emirates. theme – “business schools in 

the MEna region: Empowering the next 

generation of leaders”.

2013 EFMD Annual Conference,  

7–9 June. hosted by EFMD, brussels, 

belgium. theme – “Does Management 

Education create impact?”.

2013 EFMD Doctoral Programmes 

Conference, 19–21 June. hosted 

by university of ljubljana Faculty 

of Economics, ljubljana, slovenia. 

theme: “the strategic role of Doctoral 

programmes”.

2013 EFMD Conference on 

Undergraduate Management Education 

30 september – 2 october. hosted by 

the graduate school of Management, 

st. petersburg university, st. petersburg, 

russia. theme – “vision 2020: 

the undergraduate Management 

programme of the Future”.

2013 EFMD Conference for 

International, External and 

Corporate Relations, Marketing, 

PR, Communication and Alumni 

Professionals, 14-15 March. hosted by 

hong kong baptist university, hong 

kong, china. theme – “bridging the gap 

– awareness and collaboration between 

Europe and asia”.

2013 EFMD MBA Conference,  

17–19 March. hosted by iMD, lausanne, 

switzerland. theme – “leading the Mba 

– the good, the bad and the ugly”.

Joint Research Leadership Programme 

with the European Academy of 

Management (EURAM) – Cycle 4

Module 1: 8–9 april, Module 2: 28–29 

May, Module 3: 18–20 september. hosted 

by EFMD, brussels, belgium. theme – 

“creating research leadership in Europe”.
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EFMD advisory services consist of 

one-day meetings organised at the 

EFMD head office in brussels, belgium 

that bring together a maximum of 

20 delegates of business schools and 

corporate members. these meetings 

provide participants with information 

and knowledge on general quality 

issues as well as specific information on 

selected topics. a key component of the 

seminar design is the opportunity for 

participants to network and share ideas 

and best practices.

the following advisory seminars were 

held in 2013:

16 May

Developing Practising Managers and 

their Organisations

EFMD workshop organised in 

partnership with henry Mintzberg and 

the international Masters in practising 

Management (iMpM)

8 october

Digital Business School: Marketing and 

Communication

12 December

Effective Marketing and Sales in 

Business Schools

on 16 May, EFMD organised a 

workshop with henry Mintzberg and 

the international Masters in practising 

Management (iMpM) on the theme 

“Developing practising Managers and 

their organisations”, which attracted 

some 50 participants. the group was 

very well balanced between academic 

and corporate representatives.

the EFMD advisory seminar on 

Digital business school: Marketing and 

communication took place on 8 october 

and was led by andrew crisp, Director of 

carringtoncrisp ltd. 

the last EFMD advisory seminar for 

2013 took place on 12 December on the 

theme “Effective Marketing and sales 

in business schools” and was led by 

chris greensted, senior advisor, Quality 

services, EFMD. 

nEtworK SErvIcES

aDvisorY sErvicEs

network services
Advisory Services

EFMD had a well 
balanced representation 
of academics and 
corporates at its 
workshop with Henry 
Mintzberg and the 
International Masters in 
Practising Management
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Events

2nd Higher Education research 
conference 2013

the research and surveys unit (rsu) 

organised the 2nd “EFMD higher 

Education research conference”, which 

was held on 23–24 May at the paris-

Dauphine university in paris, France. 

twenty submissions were competitively 

selected for presentation from the total 

number received.

the main theme of the conference was 

“purpose, performance and impact of 

higher Education institutions (hEis) and 

business schools” with the following 

specific topic areas: impact of hEis and 

business schools; Mergers and strategic 

alliances of hEis and business schools; 

Measurement and determinants of 

performance of hEis and business 

schools.

EFMD Steering committee research

rsu coordinates the activities of the 

steering committee, which convened 

once in May 2013. the meeting was 

designed as a discussion forum for 

ongoing and future rsu project 

activities.

EFMD research Symposium

Following discussion during the 

research steering committee meeting, 

rsu organised a research symposium, 

“the competition Fetish in universities 

and business schools” on 23–24 

september in bath, united kingdom.

Projects

Deans Barometer and risk 
Management of Business Schools

the data gathered in the December 

2012 survey led to the publication of a 

research report describing trends and 

developments in business schools for 

the most popular programmes (pre-

experience bachelors and masters, Mba, 

open and company-specific executive 

education) and also practices in the 

most volatile areas for business schools’ 

operations.

women in European Business Schools

a consortium of EFMD, EQual, gMac 

and 12 deans or associate deans of 

European business schools backed the 

launch of a research project on the 

role and advancement of women in 

European business schools. Meetings 

with members of the steering 

committee took place on 7 october and 

on 15 november with an established 

research team. Future steps will be 

the negotiation of a research plan and 

contract with the researchers.

EFMD-GMAc cooperation with 
corporate recruiters Survey

the collaboration between EFMD 

and gMac will continue for the 2014 

corporate recruiters survey and will be 

strengthened through an intellectual 

partnership and co-promotion of the 

survey.

nEtworK SErvIcES

rEsEarch anD survEYs unit

network services
Research and Surveys Unit
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Outstanding Doctoral Research 
Awards

the annual EFMD/Emerald outstanding 

Doctoral research awards were once 

again a great success and the winners 

were announced in February. the 

awards are made in 12 management-

related subject areas – each sponsored 

by a leading journal from the Emerald 

portfolio. the number and quality of 

entries has consistently improved. in 

2013, EFMD and Emerald received a 

record 525 entries from 78 countries.

Excellence in Practice Award

the Excellence in practice award (Eip) 

attracted 30 entries in april 2013 coming 

from prestigious organisations, including 

atos, Danone, EDF, hEc paris, london 

business school and stockholm school 

of Economics iFl Executive Education.

the 2013 winners presented their cases 

during the EFMD Executive Development 

conference hosted by iFl stockholm 

school of Economics, sweden, on 

9-11 october. the winning cases were 

featured in a Global Focus special 

issue as well as through four webinars, 

offering the network the exceptional 

opportunity to reflect on the process, 

impact and value of l&D interventions.

the EFMD Executive Development 

conference and the Eip awards remain 

an exceptional opportunity to enhance 

the bridge between business schools, 

executive development centres, 

consultants and companies.

EFMD awarDs

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013

2013
EFMD Awards

The Excellence in Practice Award (EiP) 

attracted 30 entries in April 2013, coming 

from prestigious organisations

30
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EFMD Case Writing 
Competition

the winners of the 2012 edition of the 

regular categories were announced 

in February and the “best of the best” 

winner was announced at the end of 

april. the awards ceremony took place 

during the EFMD annual conference 

on 10 June. For the 2013 edition, EFMD 

once again received a record number of 

submissions – 258 cases. this edition 

included some changes: the elimination 

of the distinction between European and 

special categories and the inclusion of a 

new category, “bringing technology to 

the Market” sponsored by EsMt.

EFMD and Emerald MENA 
Award

EFMD and Emerald organised a second 

MEna Management research Fund 

award. a prize of £2,000 is awarded 

for the winning research project, and 

two awards of £500 each for highly 

commended runners-up. this award 

runs annually and the award ceremony 

takes place during the EFMD MEna 

conference.

EFMD awarDs

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013

Case Writing

“…this prestigious EFMD award 
offered great encouragement 
to the Danone L&D team 
to continue to explore 
new horizons in learning & 
leadership development…”

Thierry Bonetto, Group Learning & 

Development Director, Danone 

EiP 2013 winner

“…this is wonderful news!  
I can’t even express how much 
this means to me. Thank 
you EFMD and Emerald for 
organising this award and for 
the opportunity to show  
my work.” 

Juliana Bonomi Santos, Hon. Researcher, 

Department of Management Science, 

Lancaster University Management School, 

Outstanding Doctoral Research Award 

winner
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Eu coopEration

EU Conference on 
e-Leadership Skills

on 5 February, EFMD by representation 

of richard straub, EFMD Director of 

corporate services and Eu cooperation, 

chaired a panel on e-leadership skills, 

hosted by insEaD and funded by the 

European commission. the panel’s 

focus was on better alignment of 

curricula to practical requirements 

and on synergy between education 

institutions and the corporate world. 

part of the conclusions was that sound 

management education must also be 

included in engineering and/or scientific 

education.

Introduction

EFMD’s main objective in the field of 

European union affairs is to position 

management as a key capability to 

achieve long-term European growth 

and prosperity. Management capabilities 

include skills and competencies for 

business administration, leadership, 

entrepreneurship and innovation. 

Management is not just business 

management – it is rather a social 

function, relevant for all key 

organisations in society such as 

public sector institutions, health care 

institutions, educational organisations 

and so on. hence management is a key 

factor in making society work. policy 

makers do not yet fully understand this 

and much of the EFMD focus centres 

on this key point. policy makers see 

economics and related policies as 

their key tool for influencing economic 

development of states – however, lack of 

proper management capabilities could 

thwart the successful deployment of 

policy programmes.

policy makers need to create a 

policy framework for innovation, 

entrepreneurship and the development 

of management capacity, including 

management research and education. 

business schools need to provide 

practice-oriented education and ensure 

relevant research that addresses key 

economic and social issues and guides 

policy makers to where changes and 

adaptations are required. EFMD is 

facilitating this dialogue between the 

European commission and business 

schools.

European Research Council

as a consequence of the European 

affairs unit initiative started in 2012 to 

include management researchers in 

key evaluation panels of the European 

research council (Erc), alan irwin, Dean 

of research at copenhagen business 

school, was invited by the then president 

of the Erc, helga nowotny, to join the 

social sciences and humanities (ssh) 

panel.

DEvElopMEnt SErvIcES

Development services
EU Cooperation
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Eu coopEration

High Level Stakeholder 
Workshop “Management 
Matters” on 23 April

the main focus during 2013 was the 

shaping and preparation of a high 

level workshop “Management Matters”. 

keynote addresses were provided by 

alexander von gabain, the chair of 

the European institute of innovation 

& technology (Eit) governing body, 

arnaldo abruzzini, secretary general 

of Eurochambres, and constantijn 

van oranje-nassau, head of cabinet 

for Eu commissioner vice-president 

nelly kroes. rebecca homkes, 

research Director from the london 

school of Economics, uk, presented a 

longitudinal study on the impact of good 

management practices on productivity 

and regional and national prosperity.

the first part of the workshop 

facilitated by laurent choain, chief 

hr officer, Mazars and EFMD board 

member, focused on the importance 

of management capacity for Europe’s 

future growth and prosperity. innovation 

and entrepreneurship came out as key 

elements to be supported by policy 

makers. 

the second panel of the workshop 

(facilitated by annette nijs, Executive 

Director of cEibs global initiative 

and member of the EFMD Eu 

steering committee) focused on the 

recommendation to be emphasized in 

the call to action. the call to action will 

be provided to key European institutions 

and specific action programmes will 

be set up with key stakeholders – such 

as Eurochambres, business Europe, 

European institute for innovation and 

technology and the European research 

council. 

EFMD’s role at the European 
Business Summit on 16 May

the summit’s theme was “translating 

skills into Employment.”

the educational system is not currently 

delivering the skills most needed in 

European industry and as a result, 

unemployment and a lack of skilled 

workers are major problems within 

Europe. lászló andor, Employment 

commissioner, and bernadette ségol, 

general secretary, European trade  

union confederation were part of a 

panel facilitated by richard straub, 

EFMD’s representative, to debate on  

these issues.

DEvElopMEnt SErvIcES

5 February

EFMD chaired a panel 
on e-leadership skills 
that focused on better 
alignment of curricula 
and on synergy between 
education institutions 
and the corporate world.
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ESMU – European Centre for 
the Strategic Management of 
Universities  

in april 2013, the activities of EsMu were 

integrated into EFMD.

over more than two decades, EsMu has 

built strong Europe-wide networks of 

senior university decision makers and 

experts to address issues of leadership, 

governance and management. as 

an example, the heads of university 

Management and administration 

network in Europe (huManE) has grown 

into a powerful professional association 

of university directors of administration or 

equivalents with more than 200 members 

in 23 countries. EsMu has initiated and 

supported many collaborative university 

benchmarking exercises and delivered 

a whole range of senior leadership 

programmes for university leaders and 

managers.

one of the most successful is the annual 

EsMu-huManE European winter school 

for senior university administrators. the 

school has been running since 2003, 

contributing to awareness-raising on Eu 

policy developments and on the wide 

range of opportunities offered in the 

European context. the winter school has 

helped significant career advancement 

in the sector, with many alumni being 

promoted to the position of director of 

administration in European universities.

EsMu provided technical assistance 

to the European commission for the 

management of its major education and 

training programmes from 1987 to 2005 

(coMEtt, socratEs and lEonarDo 

programmes).

EsMu has been involved in numerous 

projects focusing on Eu policy and 

programmes, working closely with the 

European commission, unEsco and  

the oEcD. 

Leadership programmes 
– Connecting European 
university leaders and 
managers

European winter School for university 
and Business Schools’ Senior 
Administrators

with the winter school now open to 

EFMD member business schools, a 

record number of applications was 

received in 2013. the school focuses on 

the new challenges for higher education 

institutions in the ever-changing 

global environment, the need to adopt 

modern human resource policies, 

dynamic financial strategies and strong 

communication. it has a special session 

on institutional governance and on 

leadership.

linked to the winter school is a powerful 

network of more than 300 alumni, all 

in senior administrative positions in 

European higher education institutions.

nIcHE: Strengthening leadership 
and Strategic Management in Higher 
Education in Ethiopia

the nichE project is a multi-annual 

capacity-building programme geared 

towards strengthening the higher 

education sector in Ethiopia. it is funded 

by the netherlands organisation for 

international cooperation in higher 

Education (nuFFic). through the 

higher Education strategy centre 

(hEsc) in addis ababa, 13 new public 

universities are being provided with a 

significant training programme by an 

international consortium. the main 

purpose is to enhance the capacity of 

senior administrators to address current 

trends and changes in higher education 

worldwide and to explore the relevance 

of these trends in the Ethiopian context.

DEvElopMEnt SErvIcES

Development services
EU Cooperation
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Study on the Educational Activities of 
the KIcs in the EIt 

Ecorys uk and EFMD carried out (april 

to December 2013) a study on the 

educational activities of the knowledge 

and innovation communities (kics) of 

the European institute of innovation 

and technology (Eit). Eit is promoting 

and integrating higher education, 

research and innovation to reinforce 

the innovation capacity of Member 

states and the Eu. kics have established 

structures and activity portfolios in line 

with the overall objectives of Eit.

the focus of the study was to review 

the integrated higher-education 

offerings of the three kics appointed in 

2009: climate-kic; Eit ict labs; and 

kic innoEnergy. it assessed the extent 

to which the integrated Eit/kics model 

offered an innovative approach to 

educational activities with the other two 

dimensions of the knowledge triangle 

(research and innovation).

the conference “transforming European 

higher Education for innovation and 

growth – the Educational activities of 

the Eit kics” was organised at vilnius 

university on 21–22 november. as a 

closed event restricted to the three kics, 

the conference was attended by almost 

100 participants from the kic education 

teams, kic students, the Deputy Director 

general of Dg Eac and members of the 

Eit governing board. its purpose was 

to test the study findings against the 

students’ actual experiences, to look 

at how kic education could be further 

developed and to provide key learning 

lessons for the next generation of kics.

a final report was delivered to the Eu 

with evidence-based conclusions and   

recommendations concerning the future 

scope and nature of Eit/kic educational 

activities.

pilot Quality review System of current 
Erasmus Mundus Master courses 

From June 2013 to July 2014, EFMD 

will be working in close partnership 

with Ecorys uk (lead partner) to assist 

the Executive agency for Education 

and culture (EacEa) of Dg Eac 

(Education and culture) of the European 

commission with the development of 

a pilot Quality review (Qr) system of 

current Erasmus Mundus Master courses 

(EMMcs).

the Qr system will serve to assess 

whether on-going and newly selected 

master courses should be provided with 

continued funding support in the future. 

the purpose of the assignment is to 

develop an appropriate methodology to 

underpin the Qr system and to test it on 

up to 50 EMMcs.

Ecorys uk and EFMD contribute to the 

design of the Qr tools, have mobilised 

a pool of Qr experts and provide the 

logistical support to run the Qr exercise.

the development of the tool follows 

earlier work in the context of the 

Erasmus Mundus Quality assurance 

project with the production of structured 

indicators and an exploratory self-

assessment tool for Erasmus Mundus 

master courses and doctorates.

in 2013, EFMD delivered two one-week 

training programmes in Ethiopia, one on 

human resource management (13–17 

May) and the other on governance, 

leadership and management (25–29 

november).

leadership programme for the Senior 
leadership of the lobachevsky State 
university of nizhni novgorod (russia)

the leadership programme, organised 

on 3–5 June at EFMD, was the last 

in a series of four programmes 

commissioned to EsMu in 2010 by the 

lobachevsky state university of nizhni 

novgorod (unn). it focused on new 

educational developments and on 

research and innovation.

Studies and Reports

Multi-annual Framework contracts for 
Services to the Eu

in 2013, EsMu multi-annual framework 

contracts for services to the European 

commission in all areas of education 

and training (schools, universities, 

lifelong learning and adult education) 

were integrated into EFMD. EFMD 

became a core partner in three consortia 

with consultancy companies (Ecorys, 

iDEa consulting, horvath and partners, 

Deloitte consulting), a research centre 

(chEps, centre for higher Education 

policy studies, university of twente) and 

the important foundation, bertelsmann 

stiftung.

under these framework contracts, the 

commission makes regular requests for 

services under a restrictive competitive 

bidding process. services include studies, 

comparative analyses, policy reviews 

and analysis of policy instruments 

related to Eu internal and external 

policies in education and training.

DEvElopMEnt SErvIcES

The conference “Transforming European  

Higher Education for Innovation and Growth – 

The Educational Activities of the EIT KICs”  

was attended by 100 participants.

100
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Development services
Responsible Management Education

Globally Responsible 
Leadership Initiative (GRLI)

the grli partnership of companies 

and business schools engaged in the 

development of responsible leadership 

was established by EFMD in collaboration 

with the united nations global compact 

(ungc) in 2004. During 2013, it 

expanded from 44 to 50 organisations. 

its work was further boosted by EFMD 

joining with the association to advance 

collegiate schools of business (aacsb 

international) to become long-term 

strategic partners in the grli. as a 

result, EFMD has an increased presence 

on the grli Foundation board and is 

now playing a more active role in its 

governance.

The 50+20 Agenda 
Transforming Management 
Education

interest in the 50+20 agenda continues 

to grow across the world following its 

launch at rio+20 in 2012. key projects 

initiated during 2013 were:

the book 50+20: Management 
Education for the world was published 

in June. it has been well received 

internationally and recognised by 

leading members of the business sector 

as a game-changer.

Innovation cohort
a global peer-based laboratory, enabling 

management educators, leadership 

developers and organisational leaders 

to innovate and transform their own 

organisations and offerings around the 

key roles articulated in the 50+20 vision 

was conceived and implemented during 

the year. the pioneer group, which now 

comprises 16 organisations, held its first 

meeting in st. gallen, switzerland, in 

october following a pilot group meeting 

in May.

Global Doctoral Alliance
a pilot group of business schools met on 

19–20 March at EFMD headquarters in 

brussels to explore the potential for the 

development of doctoral programmes 

around the 50+20 agenda. initial ideas 

to develop a strong integrated global 

approach evolved to more informal 

networking among participants in light 

of the challenges of differing contexts for 

doctoral development.

cape wine Industry community of 
responsible Action (corA)
During 2013, an important development 

in the south african wine industry 

brought together major actors in a 

joint process to address issues about 

the future of the industry. it was highly 

successful and greeted by all participants 

as an important breakthrough in setting 

the agenda for a more sustainable wine 

industry in the region. it confirmed 

that the technology developed in the 

50+20 project has broad application in 

business and society to address complex 

challenges.

General Assembly

the grli’s 14th general assembly 

was hosted by EssEc business school 

in paris on 5–8 June. it was attended 

by over 110 participants including 20 

grli ambassadors representing the 

next generation – the highest number 

for any general assembly. the strong 

programme, blending project work and 

keynote speakers, was well received.

The GRLI’s 14th General Assembly was attended 

by over 110 participants

110
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International Outreach

advocacy is a critical element in the 

responsible management education 

agenda. in 2013, contributions included 

an article in Global Focus on 50+20 

and an interview in the Financial 

Times, “sustainability moves up the 

agenda at business schools”. grli also 

held presentations at various events 

around the world including the EFMD 

conference for Deans and Directors 

general, EFMD annual conference, 

tedX, the Environmental association 

of universities and colleges (uk) 

conference, schumacher college, 

southampton university, aacsb 

international sustainability conference, 

the Zermatt summit, the uk house of 

commons and several corporate events.

the grli cEo’s article for the Emerald 

Journal of Global Responsibility 

entitled “a new narrative and globally 

responsible leadership” was chosen as 

a highly commended award winner 

at the literati network awards for 

Excellence 2013. the awards are given 

by journal editors for outstanding 

articles.

For the fourth consecutive year, grli 

in collaboration with iEsEg school of 

Management offered a scholarship 

programme for the iEsEg postgraduate 

international summer academy 2013. 

the grli ambassadors scholarship 

provides an opportunity for students 

with limited background, education 

and training experiences in the 

management arena to develop new 

learning frameworks. Four students 

received scholarships.

A Global CSR Literacy Test for 
Higher Education

Following pilot work in France led by 

kEDgE business school, grli continued 

to support the development of a global 

competency test, an idea backed by 

a number of un bodies and a result 

of the rio Declaration on higher 

Education. grli  arranged for a number 

of regional organisations to host the 

test and further action is being explored 

including hosting the global steering 

body for this initiative.

Publications

the 8th and 9th editions of the 

magazine Global Responsibility were 

published in January and september 

respectively, focusing on 50+20: 

Management Education for the World 

and Management Education Standing  

at a Crossroads.

the first two editions of Reflections, an 

occasional thought leadership series, 

were published in January and featured 

articles by henri-claude de bettignies 

on “Developing responsible leaders: 

who is responsible?” and wilfried 

van honacker titled, “reflections on 

business school Education in our 

Evolving world”.

an edition of the Journal of global 

responsibility entitled “Education 

and corporate social responsibility: 

international perspectives” was 

published in March 2013.

GOLDEN for Sustainability

During the year, grli continued to 

support the “big science” initiative 

golDEn. a meeting was co-hosted 

in paris with EssEc business school 

during the grli 14th general assembly 

on 5–8 June and during this meeting, 

grli signed a contract with the EnEl 

Foundation in which golDEn  

will deliver a €200,000 two-year 

research project.
The GRLI Ambassadors 
Scholarship programme 
continued for the 
fourth consecutive 
year, in collaboration 
with IESEG School of 
Management for the 
IESEG Postgraduate 
International Summer 
Academy 2013.
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the principles for responsible 

Management Education (prME) is 

a united nations global compact 

sponsored initiative with the mission 

to inspire and champion responsible 

management education, research 

and thought leadership globally. 

higher education institutions become 

signatory to the six principles of prME, 

which are inspired by internationally 

accepted values. they seek to establish 

a process of continuous improvement 

among institutions of management 

education in order to develop a new 

generation of business leaders capable 

of managing the complex challenges 

faced by business and society in the 

21st century.

a prME steering committee meeting 

took place on 25 september, prior to 

the 2013 prME summit – 5th annual 

assembly that was coordinated by 

cEEMan and iEDc – bled school of 

Management, bled, slovenia, on 25–27 

september.

the main achievements for prME in 

2013 included:

•	 Establishing regional prME chapters 

in brazil, latin american and the 

caribbean (lac), and the uk & ireland, 

and supporting emerging prME 

chapters in australia/new Zealand, 

the german-speaking countries of 

Europe (Dach), and the Middle East 

& north africa (MEna), nordic, and 

southeast asia + regions.

•	 Launching the prME champions 

leadership group of 32 signatories at 

the global compact leaders summit 

on 19 september in new York. 

to date prME encompasses over 535 

signatory institutions from 80 countries.

the following organisations, comprised 

of global and specialised associations,  

currently form the prME steering 

committee:

• association of african business 

schools (aabs)

• association of asia-pacific business 

schools (aapbs)

• association of Mba s (aMba)

• central and East European 

Management Development 

association (cEEMan)

• European Foundation for 

Management Development (EFMD)

• globally responsible leadership 

initiative (grli)

• graduate Management admission 

council (gMac)

• latin american council of 

Management schools (claDEa)

• the academy of business in society 

(abis )

• the association to advance 

collegiate schools of business 

(aacsb international)

• un global compact

Development services
Principles for Responsible Management Education

The PRME Champions 
leadership group was 
launched at the Global 
Compact Leaders 
Summit on 19 September
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Projects Dealing with 
Technology Enhanced 
Learning

provIp: promoting and Supporting 
virtual placements

the Eu-funded provip project 

creates more structural links between 

higher Education institutions (hEis) 

and businesses as well as a platform 

for facilitating and supporting virtual 

placements and internships. the role 

of EFMD is to work on accelerating 

the collaboration between hEis and 

companies across Europe, focusing on 

virtual internships.

activities organised included surveying 

target stakeholders and organising 

online platform launch events, online 

questionnaires, interviews and focus 

groups targeted at the three main 

stakeholders identified by provip: 

students; hEis; and companies and 

organisations. in addition, EFMD 

identified the relevant profiles of 

students, study programmes, and 

companies that can provide the 

necessary support to students.

the online platform “pathway” (available 

at http://pathway.sekoialearn.com/) 

was presented to the consortium in 

september and afterwards officially 

launched with a series of provip events 

held in all partner countries.

Global Marketing competition:  
2013 edition

EFMD and the spanish business and 

marketing school Esic, in collaboration 

with The Economist and banco 

santander, ran the 2013 global 

Marketing competition. this is an 

advanced computer simulation of a 

real-life business environment. although 

primarily a marketing simulation, the 

game requires players to make decisions 

in all areas of managing a company 

from production and logistics through 

research, investment and finance to 

advertising, promotion and distribution. 

the competition is open to teams from 

across the world and participation is 

free to students of any EFMD-member 

school.

the game, which has been awarded 

EFMD cEl accreditation, was promoted 

in 2013 throughout the EFMD network. 

in addition, EFMD facilitated contact 

with student networks such as the board 

of European students of technology 

(bEst) and aiEsEc in order to increase 

the reach of the competition. the final of 

the 2013 global Marketing competition 

took place on 25 July in Madrid, spain. 

EFMD participated in the final evaluation 

committee and awarded prizes to the 

winners.

vISIr: recommendations on how 
Information and communications 
technology (Ict) can help lifelong 
learning 

the Eu-funded visir project gathers 

together seven major European 

networks and a research institution with 

the aim of developing a shared vision of 

how ict may help teaching and learning.

visir tackles three levels of analysis: 

• education and training systems 

• organisations that provide teaching 

and learning opportunities 

• teaching and learning opportunities 

themselves 

the project screens initiatives, trends, 

developments and changes related to 

the use of ict for teaching and learning 

in order to identify and analyse the most 

interesting and promising. the goal is 

to highlight replicable innovations that 

can facilitate access to lifelong learning. 

EFMD’s role is to identify innovative 

examples in management education and 

disseminate them.

in 2013, EFMD circulated the 

second visir consultation on how 

ict can contribute to a set of key 

policy objectives and EFMD experts 

participated in the evaluation of the 

impact, innovativeness and scalability 

of practices identified by other partner 

networks. EFMD experts contributed to 

relevant project seminars such as the 

“European Forum on learning Futures 

and innovation”. EFMD organised the 

session “ict-supported learning: what 

can business schools learn from 

school teachers? insights from the 

visir project” in the framework of the 

European association for international 

Education (EaiE) annual conference in 

istanbul, turkey.

EFMD proJEcts

DEvElopMEnt SErvIcES

Development services
EFMD Projects
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Management programme. EFMD 

supervises the project dissemination and 

the quality of the project.

Following the dissemination plan, the 

first project results were presented at 

EFMD and other events. in the framework 

of the quality assurance work package, 

EFMD developed a quality assurance 

plan and ensured its implementation.

Projects Dealing with 
Entrepreneurship Education

SlIM: Stimulating learning for  
Idea-to-Market

the Eu-funded sliM project offers 

croatian and other European sMEs and 

entrepreneurs e-learning resources to 

support the development of business 

ideas and innovation. an ecourse was 

developed, tested and launched based 

on an sME needs analysis, a Diagnostic 

tool, and an intellectual property 

Projects on the Modernisation 
of Higher Education 

QuEStE-SI: Designing and testing 
a Quality Assurance System of the 
Sustainable Development Dimension 
in Engineering Education 

EFMD coordinated this Eu-funded 

project, which ended in 2013. it 

developed a quality improvement system 

for engineering education, taking into 

account sustainable development.

EFMD was responsible for the overall 

management of the project, day-to-day 

coordination between partners as well as 

the supervision of the project’s progress 

and the quality of the deliverables. 

EFMD was also in charge of the project’s 

financial and administrative reporting 

and maintained contact with the project 

officer at the Education, audiovisual and 

culture Executive agency (EacEa).

Eleven institutions took part in the 

pilot phase by going through the 

quality improvement process, which 

included guidance, self-assessment and 

external audit. all the institutions were 

conferred with the QuEstE-si award 

that recognised their achievements in 

the following four dimensions: strategy, 

education and curriculum, students’ 

involvement, as well as research and 

innovation.

DEvElopMEnt SErvIcES

Development services
EFMD Projects
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decision makers; implementation 

institutions; and operational structures. 

EFMD’s role is to identify members and 

partners who can play a part in these 

policy dialogues as well as contribute to 

their organisation. 

the project began in July 2013 and 

has identified stakeholders who will 

be invited to participate in the policy 

dialogues and contribute to improving 

the effectiveness of exploiting Eu-

funded programmes in their respective 

countries.

oI-net: European Academic network 
for open Innovation

oi-net is a three-year Eu-funded 

project. this new network consists of 

52 organisations from 35 European 

countries and is led by lappeenranta 

university of technology in Finland.

oi-net defines a joint framework for 

curricula on open innovation at the 

European level as well as how to include 

open innovation in higher education 

governance. in addition, it examines  

how higher education governance can 

support the implementation of open 

innovation curricula.

oi-net will pilot the implementation of 

the open innovation curricula and the 

terms of reference in at least three hEis 

(within different cultural and economic 

environments). EFMD leads the quality 

assurance of the project and its results.

Projects Dealing with 
Innovation

MIrrIS: Mobilising Institutional 
reforms for Better research and 
Innovation Systems / Institutions in 
Europe

Mirris is a three-year project funded 

by the Eu seventh Framework 

programme. it aims at encouraging a 

better exploitation of European research 

and innovation programmes and 

participation in the European research 

area of 13 target countries. Europe as 

a whole must boost its performance in 

research and innovation significantly. 

however, there are countries lagging 

behind in the effectiveness of exploiting 

Eu-funded programmes in research, 

development and innovation.

Mirris covers the following countries: 

bulgaria, croatia, cyprus, czech 

republic, Estonia, hungary, latvia, 

lithuania, Malta, poland, romania, 

slovakia and slovenia.

in order to help these countries 

to exploit European research and 

innovation programmes, Mirris sets 

up an extensive policy learning exercise 

to identify barriers and to find out 

how innovation systems can better 

address participation in the European 

research area. the project foresees the 

organisation of three rounds of policy 

dialogues in each country involving 

relevant stakeholders from three levels: 

DEvElopMEnt SErvIcES

OI-Net is a three-year EU-funded project. This 

new network consists of 52 organisations from  

35 European countries and is led by Lappeenranta 

University of Technology in Finland.

35
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AFrEBS: African Business School 
Initiative

in close partnership with tilburg 

university – tiasnimbas business 

school, the netherlands, and kEDgE 

business school, France, EFMD launched 

an initiative to develop innovative 

cooperation in the field of management 

education with african and north 

african partners. the initiative was 

promoted during the association of 

african business schools (aabs) annual 

conference in casablanca, Morocco, 

which served as the launch of the 

extension of the partnership and the 

inclusion of aabs.

ForGEc: Strengthening Managerial 
capabilities in cuban Entities

EFMD, as the contractor of this Eu-

funded project, is in charge of its overall 

design, co-ordination and execution, and 

partners with EsaDE business school 

in spain for the delivery of academic 

activities. the project aims at developing 

management training programmes 

and long-term cooperation with cuba. 

after three years of negotiations, an 

updated work plan was agreed on and 

an amendment to the original contract 

was signed. as a result, the activities were 

officially resumed on 14 september 2013 

and the name proFor was changed into 

ForgEc in order to better reflect the new 

content of the project.

while the main objective of the project 

stays unchanged and the specific 

objectives remain almost identical, 

the approach to reaching them differs 

compared with the original project. the 

objective of establishing long-term co-

operation in the field of management 

education between cuba and Europe is 

achieved through the establishment of a 

network of Euro-cuban cabinets within 

several hEis.

Projects Dealing with 
International Cooperation

Etp: Executive training programme

the Executive training programme (Etp) 

provides European companies with 

business, language and cultural training 

necessary for success in the Japanese 

and korean markets. Etp involves a 

three-week intensive training course on 

the culture, history and civil society of 

Japan or korea. this is followed by 30 

weeks of business and language training 

in Japan or korea and, finally, a 12-week 

internship in a Japanese or korean 

company.

Etp is managed and financed by 

the European commission and is 

implemented with assistance from 

external contractors in Europe, Japan 

and korea. the central Management 

unit led by Deloitte belgium is in charge 

of the administrative management 

of Etp. EFMD partners with Deloitte 

belgium to identify Eu executives and 

companies ready to do business with 

Japan or korea who would benefit from 

this training opportunity.

EFMD disseminated information 

about the second cycle of the training 

programme to potential participants. 

the application deadline for this second 

cycle closed at the end of May 2013. 

EFMD started the dissemination of the 

2014/2015 cycle, which will be the final 

round of the current programme.

The FORGEC project 
was officially resumed 
on 14 September 2013 
and aims at developing 
management training 
programmes and  
long-term cooperation 
with Cuba
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tnE_Qa builds on the capacity of 

armenian and georgian hEis and 

external quality assurance bodies to 

develop and integrate quality assurance 

mechanisms in the institutions that 

provide transnational education. EFMD  

coordinates the formulation of internal 

and external quality assurance standards 

and procedures for providers of 

transnational education.

academic activities and create a network 

of israeli and European partners. EFMD 

contributes to the internationalisation 

activities as well as to the project 

dissemination.

tn_QA: promoting Quality and 
recognition of transnational 
Education in Armenia and Georgia 

tnE_Qa is a three-year Eu-funded 

project under the trans-European 

Mobility university studies (tEMpus) 

programme. it establishes internal and 

external quality assurance mechanisms 

in line with oEcD/unEsco guidelines 

to further enhance quality, and promote 

regulation and recognition of the 

transnational education provided in 

armenia and georgia.

IrIS: Fostering academic international 
relations in Israeli colleges

iris is a three-year Eu-funded project 

under the trans-European Mobility 

university studies (tEMpus) programme. 

the project unites 18 israeli and 

European partners. israeli partners 

include peripherally and centrally situated 

academic institutions, engineering and 

social sciences colleges, educational 

training colleges and arab colleges.

iris develops strategic plans for 

internationalisation and creates 

international departments in the 

participating colleges to encourage 

international activities among academic 

and administrative staff and students. 

it also aims to initiate international 
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Global Focus Magazine

three new issues of Global Focus (in 

English and chinese) and two special 

supplements were published in 2013 to 

coincide with the EFMD conference for 

Deans and Directors general in istanbul, 

the EFMD annual conference in brussels 

and EFMD’s Executive Development 

conference in stockholm.

Issue one highlights:

• the business of change 

business schools must change if they 

are to serve their students and society 

well, says garth saloner, Dean of 

stanford graduate school of business

• towards a coherent portfolio of 
quality 

chris greensted explains how the 

three EFMD quality improvement 

systems (EQuis, Epas and EDaF) are 

now designed as a portfolio

• Growing talent in growth countries 

novartis and EFMD share research 

and  “best practice” for developing and 

managing talent in emerging markets

• Globalising students 

paul Danos, Dean of tuck school of 

business at Dartmouth, describes 

some simple initiatives business 

schools can take to advance the 

globalisation of their students

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013
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Stanford GSB’s Garth Saloner on why business schools must 
change if they are to serve their students and society well

www.efmd.org   Volume 07  |  Issue 01 2013

For over a century, ESSEC has been a centre of excellence, developing programmes 
that promote the values of freedom, openness, innovation and responsibility. The 
ESSEC model is founded on individual experience and academic excellence, giving 
consideration to the common good in decision-making, knowing how to listen and 
question to effectively anticipate tomorrow’s management challenges, and weighing 
economic challenges with social costs. At ESSEC, we believe that tomorrow’s 
leaders can create a world that has meaning for us all.

Selecting the right candidates for our programmes is critical. That’s why the GMAT 
exam is an integral part of our admissions process. At ESSEC, students are at 
the heart of our mission and the GMAT exam helps ensure we select candidates 
who can succeed in our rigorous programmes. Educating future leaders is the 
ESSEC commitment and the GMAT helps us select the best students with the right 
qualities and skills to achieve our programme goals.

Pierre Tapie on selecting for success

PIERRE TAPIE, DEAN AND PRESIDENT OF ESSEC BUSINESS SCHOOLPIERRE TAPIE, DEAN AND PRESIDENT OF ESSEC BUSINESS SCHOOL

© 2013 Graduate Management Admission Council® (GMAC®). All rights reserved. GMAT logo is a trademark and GMAC®,  
GMAT®, GMAT Write®, GMAT Prep®, Graduate Management Admission Test® are registered trademarks of the Graduate 
Management Admission Council in the United States and other countries.

To learn more about the GMAT exam and the products and services it makes possible, 
visit gmac.com
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For several decades, business school officials have been concerned about 
ensuring that their programmes keep pace with the explosive business 
developments around the globe. They determined early on that simply 
offering a few courses that concentrated on “doing business in…” or having 
a course on international trade would not be sufficient. 

Many schools have experimented with different offerings and even 
requirements but I have found that the three most effective globalisation 
tools a business school has are: the students themselves; a faculty of active 
researchers and great teachers; and a centre that offers an array of global 
experiences such as visitors, exchanges and projects. 

A student body made up of experienced students who have worked in all 
parts of the world brings richness to the learning process and changes 
mindsets in unique ways. Learning from peers is a priceless feature of  
the great full-time programmes where students live and learn together. 

In such programmes, globalisation is advanced by paying attention to the 
diversity of students and selecting those who bring the most relevant 
experiences with them. Once on campus, helping students share their 
global experiences and cultural differences is another very important role 
for a business school. Teamwork, study groups, residential arrangements 
and the way students work together in class are all important in fostering 
the sharing of experiences and expertise. 

Every school has a personality that is to some extent imprinted on students 
during their time on campus. Students absorb and reflect elements of the 
institution’s dominant culture, such as openness, friendliness, sharing, healthy 
competition, ethical behaviour, helping peers and participation in classes. 
Together, those qualities improve the experience for everyone. In a similar way, 
students transmit their personalities and knowledge laterally to fellow students. 

Globalising students by Paul Danos

G
lobalisation is one of those era-defining phenomena that demands 
the attention of anyone who wants to understand the world. 
Conveying that understanding is what business schools try to  
do day-in and day-out and thus there is no need to explain the 
importance of globalisation to business school deans. Anyone who 

has visited China, India or Brazil in the last several years, for instance,  
can feel the transformation that globalisation is bringing to these massive 
economies. The internal growth of these countries and the unprecedented 
expansion of cross-border trade in general will be integral to the welfare  
of all societies for the foreseeable future. 

24  
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Paul Danos describes some simple 
initiatives business schools can take to 
advance the globalisation of their students

GLOBALISING 
STUDENTS
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Issue two highlights:

•	 Challenges	and	opportunities	in	the	
new business education world 

Dominique turpin, president, iMD & 

nestlé professor, analyses the issues 

and forces that are buffeting business 

schools

•	 Major	disruption	ahead! 
ulrich hommel and christophe 

lejeune, EFMD, discuss how 

technology could change the business 

model of business schools

•	 Managing	complexity:	an	idea	whose	
time has come 

richard straub, EFMD, explains why we 

now need to tackle the complexity of 

business

•	 Management	in	Africa 

how can african business schools 

best serve the often unique needs 

of african businesses and peoples? 

Moustapha Mamba guirassy, 

general Manager, institut africain de 

Management, gives one example from 

senegal that may serve as a guide

the first special supplement focused 

on “learning business partners – how 

good are we at linking learning to 

business”?
EFMD Global Focus: Volume 07 Issue 02  |  2013   15Managing complexity: an idea whose time has come by Richard Straub

Our world is increasingly subject  
to failures that require systems-level 
and cross-systems-level thinking 
and approaches. The consequences 
of any decision can ripple with 
unprecedented speed across 
business ecosystems the way the 
crisis has impacted nearly every 
market. For CEOs and their 
organisations, avoiding complexity 
is not an option – the choice comes 
in how they respond to it.

IBM CEO Study  
“Capitalizing on Complexity”

We may have different visions about the 
future. Few, however, would doubt that 
the world has become more complex 

in recent decades and that it continues this journey 
at an accelerating and—for many of us—unsettling 
pace. With digitisation, the interconnectivity 
between people and things (software “talking” to 
software) has exploded. Dense, global networks 
now define the technical, social and economic 
landscape. This interconnectedness and 
interdependency brings about entirely new  
risks, as well as opportunities, at every level.

A scholarly interest in complexity, as a subject 
unto itself, began in earnest some 30 years ago. 
This was when, for example, researchers at the 
University of St Gallen in Switzerland developed a 
management model based on Systems Thinking. 
Popular literature propagated “complexity theory”— 
in particular, the notion of the “butterfly effect” by 
which a small event in a remote part of the world 
(such as the flap of a butterfly’s wings) could trigger 
a chain of events that would add up to a huge 
disturbance in the larger system (such as a 
hurricane many thousands of miles away).

14    www.efmd.org/globalfocus

Richard Straub explains why we now need  
to tackle the complexity of business

Managing 
complexity: 
an idea whose  
time has come
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the third issue of global Focus was 

actually the 21st issue of the magazine 

and the following piece was included in 

the editorial – 

This is the 21st issue of the magazine 

since it was launched in January 

2007, so we can, to some extent, 

claim that Global Focus has “come 

of age”.

Global Focus was conceived as a 

way of improving communication 

between EFMD and its members. 

But it was always regarded as 

something rather more sophisticated 

than a simple PR tool. It was seen 

as a forum for lively debate and 

information on the major current 

issues of management education 

and a way for EFMD to formulate, 

consolidate and share policy on the 

basis of its European underpinning 

and its increasingly global outreach 

and vision.

It has played a full part in the work 

of EFMD, publicising and reporting 

on meetings and conferences and 

providing background briefings 

and interviews with key speakers 

as well as, for example, explaining 

the development of policy in key 

areas such as accreditation. The 

seven years covered by these 21 

issues have, of course, been among 

the most volatile and disruptive in 

the long history of management 

education. And their effects have yet 

to become totally apparent.

Issue three highlights:

•	 The	future	is	out	there 

andrew crisp, Director, 

carringtoncrisp ltd., reports on a 

major new study that explores the 

future challenges facing business 

schools

•	 Moving	on	from	Rio 

last year’s rio+20 un summit 

may have been something of a 

disappointment but there were 

still some significant and positive 

outcomes say anthony buono, 

professor of Management, bentley 

university, Jean-christophe carteron, 

Director for corporate social 

responsibility, kEDgE business school 

and Matthew gitsham, principal 

researcher, ashridge

•	 Employers	still	in	love	with	MBAs 

Management education is increasingly 

valued by companies worldwide, 

according to the 2013 corporate 

recruiters survey. christophe lejeune 

and Michelle sparkman renz, Director, 

research communications, graduate 

Management admission council®, 

report

•	 The	disappearing	classroom 

Michael Desiderio, Executive Director, 

Mba Executive council, describes how 

new technology is knocking down 

the walls of the Executive Mba for 

business leaders

the second special supplement focused 

on the 2013 Excellence in practice 

winners.
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You give students the educAtion AdvAntAge.
now give them the Reflect tm AdvAntAge.

•	 Built	by	the	Graduate	Management	Admission	Council	and	powered	by	 
Hogan	Assessments

•	 Based	on	10	key	competencies	identified	by	800	corporate	recruiters

•	 Students	have	access	to	hundreds	of	resources	to	improve	on	their	own

•	 Heightened	personal	awareness	makes	students	more	attractive	to	corporate	
recruiters

•	 Provides	data	beyond	GPA	or	GMAT© score

•	 Benchmark	your	class	performance	against	other	students	and	graduate	
business	professionals

©	2013	Graduate	Admission	Council	&	Hogan	Assessment	Systems,	Inc.	All	rights	reserved.	Reflecttm	is	a	trademark	and	the	GMAC	logo,	GMAC®	and	Graduate	
Management	Admission	Council®	are	registered	trademarks	of	the	Graduate	Management	Admission	Council	in	the	United	States	and	other	countries.

To	learn	more	about	the	Reflect	tool	visit	gmac.com/reflect

®

A major new study explores the future 
challenges facing business schools
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EFMD and CarringtonCrisp

the Executive summary of the 2013 Tomorrow’s MBA, was published in 

March, and in June the results of a new study See the Future – A Brave 

New World for Management Education was also published. the study 

provides an overview on the future of management education from the 

student and business perspective – the role it should play in society, 

its position in higher education, the value to the potential student, 

the support it can provide for business and data on key trends in the 

marketplace. Four key audiences (prospective students, current students, 

alumni and corporates) reported on five key areas: 

• attitudes to business;

• the value of a business education;

• sustainability and corporate social responsibility (csr);

• internationalisation; and

• the role of technology

conducted by carringtoncrisp and supported by EFMD, the findings  

were widely disseminated across the network.
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Tomorrow’s MBA
Prospective MBA students
set out their views on what they
think of the MBA qualification,
what they expect from the
business school experience and
what they want to study.

The New Diversity
Executive Summary 2013

EFMD 40th Anniversary Book

to celebrate and recognise EFMD’s 40th anniversary, EFMD published 

Promises Fulfilled and Unfulfilled in Management Education: Reflections on 

the Role, Impact and Future of Management Education: EFMD Perspectives 

by howard thomas, lynne thomas and alexander wilson. it examines 

management education and its future, focusing on EFMD’s contribution 

to management education in Europe and its influence around the world. 

the book’s material is drawn from a wide range of interviews with leading 

management educators and seriously questions whether the promise of 

management education has been fulfilled while also looking at triggers for 

changes in management education. it also introduces ideas on the future 

to be covered in further detail in volume 2.
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Journal of Management Development

a special issue for the 2013 EFMD annual conference titled “Promising 

Directions in Management Education and New Prospects” was published in 

May, guest edited by howard thomas, Eric cornuel and stefano harney.
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Articles:

• guest Editorial: Management 

Education: unfulfilled promises 

and new prospects by howard 

thomas, stefano harney, singapore 

Management university and Eric 

cornuel, EFMD 

• the unfulfilled promise of 

Management Education (ME): 

the role, value and purposes of 

Management Education by howard 

thomas, alexander wilson, singapore 

Management university and lynne 

thomas, stratford-on-avon

• the Future of Doctoral Education in 

business administration by arnoud 

De Meyer, singapore Management 

university

• Developing globally responsible 

leaders in business schools: a vision 

and transformational practice for 

the Journey ahead by katrin Muff, 

business school lausanne

• towards a liberal Management 

Education by stefano harney 

and howard thomas, singapore 

Management university

• public no More universities: subsidy 

to self-reliance by gary c. Fethke, 

Departments of Management sciences 

and Economics, university of iowa and 

andrew J. policano, the paul Merage 

school of business, university of 

california

• the Emergence of risk-based 

regulation in higher Education: 

relevance for Entrepreneurial risk 

taking by business schools by ulrich 

hommel, EFMD and roger king, 

london school of Economics

• the benefits and limitations of 

leadership speeches in change 

initiatives by Johan roos, Jönköping 

international business school
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The Sustainable Business  
2nd Edition – Free to download 
book 

in January, EFMD published two 

important publications – a 200-page 

textbook, The Sustainable Business (2nd 

edition), and a 30-page accompanying 

workbook – in partnership with the 

center for industrial productivity and 

sustainability (cips), gsE research, the 

product-life institute and greenleaf 

publishing. the book explains what 

sustainability is, why it is important, and 

how it is being successfully implemented 

in businesses around the world. the 

book is free to download and available 

via the EFMD website.

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013
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Honorary president

(1) gerard van schaik

Former EFMD President; former 

Chairman of the Executive Board of 

Heineken N.V., the Netherlands

president

(2) Alain Dominique Perrin

Executive Director, Richemont 

international s.A., switzerland

vice-president

(3) susan Cox

Dean, lancaster University Management 

school, United Kingdom

vice-president

(4) thomas sattelberger

Former Board Member for Human 

Resources, Deutsche telekom Ag,

germany

Director General & cEo

(5) Eric Cornuel

EFMD

Board of trustees

(6) laurent Batsch

President, Université Paris-Dauphine, 

France

(7) Witold Bielecki

Rector, Kozminski University, Poland 

(8) Eugenia Bieto

Director general, EsADE Business 

school, spain

(9) Jordi Canals

Dean, iEsE Business school, University of 

Navarra, spain

(10) laurent Choain

Chief HR Officer, Mazars, France

(11) François-Xavier Cornu

Deputy Director general, Education, 

Research and training, Chambre  

de Commerce et d’industrie de Paris  

ile-de-France, France

(12) Fernando d’Alessio

Director general, CENtRUM Católica 

graduate Business school, Pontificia 

Universidad Católica del Peru, Peru

(13) Wafa El garah

Dean, school of Business Administration, 

Al Akhawayn University in ifrane, 

Morocco

(14) Alberto grando

Vice Rector for Development, sDA 

Bocconi school of Management, italy

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013

EFMD gOVERNANCE

As of December 2013
EFMD Governance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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(15) agnes hofmeister

Dean Emeritus, Faculty of business 

administration, corvinus university of 

budapest, hungary *

(16) valery katkalo

Director, sberbank corporate university, 

sberbank of russia, russia

(17) peter little

Deputy vice-chancellor, Queensland 

university of technology (Qut), 

australia *

(18) peter lorange

president & chairman, lorange institute 

of business Zurich, switzerland

(19) Michael page

provost & vice-president for academic 

affairs, bentley university, united states

(20) Michel patry

Director general, hEc Montréal, canada

(21) anthony salcito

vice-president, world wide Education, 

Microsoft corporation, united states

(22) rebecca taylor

Dean, the open university business 

school, united kingdom

(23) howard thomas

Dean, lee kong chian school of 

business, singapore Management 

university, singapore

(24) Dominique turpin

president, iMD, the nestlé professor,  

switzerland *

(25) harry van Dorenmalen

chairman, ibM Europe, France

(26) baback Yazdani

Dean, nottingham business school, 

nottingham trent university, united 

kingdom

(27) Zhihong Yi

vice-president, renmin university of 

china, china *

(28) nicole coopman

administrative Director, European 

institute for advanced studies in 

Management (EiasM), belgium 

(observer)

EFMD AnnuAl rEport 2013
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* indicates new board members 

welcomed in 2013
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the following members were ratified 

in brussels in June 2013 at the EFMD 

annual general assembly.

New Full Members
academic

Business Institute A/S
Denmark

EuDE Business School
spain

HAAGA-HElIA university of Applied 
Sciences
Finland

IAE Montpellier School of 
Management,  
university Montpellier II
France

Institut Africain de Management
senegal

Magna carta college oxford
united kingdom

Meiji	University,	 
Graduate School of Global Business
Japan

rotterdam Business School, 
International Business and 
Management Studies
the netherlands

Shanghai university,  
Sydney Institute of language and 
commerce
china

trondheim Business School,  
Sør-trøndelag university college
norway

universidad Sergio Arboleda,  
prIME Business School
colombia

university of Applied Sciences - 
Hochschule Kempten, professional 
School of Business and technology
germany

university of Glasgow,  
Adam Smith Business School
united kingdom

university of liechtenstein,  
Faculty of Business Administration
liechtenstein 

waseda university,  
waseda Business School
Japan

wuhan university,  
Economics and Management School
china

New Full Members
corporate

Baloise Group
switzerland

Bayer AG
germany

InG Insurance/IM
the netherlands

rabobank nederland
the netherlands

Sberbank of russia
russia

Société Générale
France

tcl Academy of leadership 
Development
china

New Full Member
association

EtS Global
the netherlands

EFMD MEMBErSHIp

nEw MEMbErs

EFMD Membership
New Members

At the end of 2013, EFMD had 825 members

825
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Transition from Affiliated to  
Full Membership
academic

Ben-Gurion university of the negev, 
Guilford Glazer Faculty of Business and 
Management
israel

IpADE Business School
Mexico

the American university in cairo, 
School of Business
Egypt

Transition from Associate to 
Full Membership
academic

Alpen-Adria universität Klagenfurt, 
M/o/t School of Management, 
organizational Development and 
technology
austria

New Reciprocal Members

Association of Business Schools Finland
Finland

GEM&l (Groupe d’Etudes Management 
et langage)
France 

New Honorary Members

per-Jonas Eliaeson, professor 
Emeritus, Stockholm School of 
Economics
sweden

pierre tapie, former Dean & president, 
ESSEc Business School
France

David wilson, former president & chief 
Executive officer, GMAc® – Graduate 
Management Admission council®

united states

New Affiliated Members
associations

chinese Management Association
chinese taipei

nBEAc-national Business Education 
Accreditation council
pakistan

New Associate Members
academic

Belarusian State university,  
School of Business and Management  
of technology
belarus

ESlScA Business School
Egypt

Modern college of Business and 
Science
sultanate of oman

Montreux School of Business
switzerland

Sustainability Management School
switzerland

uBIS university of Business and 
International Studies
switzerland

university of Mediterranean Karpasia
turkey

New Affiliated Members
academic

Beijing	Institute	of	Technology,	 
School of Management and Economics
china

Beijing	Normal	University,	 
School of Economics and Business 
Administration
china

Fort Hays State university,  
college of Business and 
Entrepreneurship
united states

Indian Institute of plantation 
Management Bangalore (IIpMB)
india

Instituto tecnológico y de Estudios 
Superiores de Monterrey,  
School of Business, Social Sciences 
and Humanities
Mexico

Murdoch university,  
School of Management and 
Governance
australia

uDlA-universidad de las Américas
Ecuador

universidad EAFIt,  
School of Management and School of 
Economics and Finance
colombia

universidad San Francisco de Quito, 
Escuela de negocios
Ecuador

university of Johannesburg,  
Faculty of Management
south africa

university of new England,  
unE Business School
australia 

EFMD MEMBErSHIp

nEw MEMbErs
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the following new members are to be 

approved by the board of trustees and 

ratified in vienna in June 2014 at the 

EFMD annual general assembly.

New Full Members
academic

Anadolu university
turkey

Bond university,  
Faculty of Business
australia

cIFFop, université panthéon  
Assas-paris 2
France

college of charleston,  
School of Business
united states

ESDES School of Management, 
université catholique de lyon
France

Hamdan Bin Mohammed e-university, 
e-School of Business and Quality 
Management
united arab Emirates

national Institute of Development 
Administration (nIDA),  
nIDA Business School
thailand

Saint Mary’s university,  
Sobey School of Business
canada

Swansea university,  
School of Management
united kingdom

vilnius Gediminas technical university, 
Faculty of Business Management
lithuania

wroclaw university of Economics, 
Faculty of Management, computer 
Science and Finance
poland

New Full Members
corporate

Assicurazioni Generali
italy 

carrefour Group
France

pon Holdings B.v.
the netherlands

EFMD MEMBErSHIp

nEw MEMbErs to bE ratiFiED

EFMD Membership
New Members to be Ratified
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New Affiliated Members
academic

Bryant university,  
college of Business
united states

Groupe ESc Dakar (Groupe Sup de co 
Dakar)
senegal

Institute of Higher Studies tunis
tunisia 

Strathmore Business School
kenya

universidad Adolfo Ibañez,  
School of Business
chile

universiti putra Malaysia,  
Faculty of Economics and Management
Malaysia

university of regina,  
Faculty of Business Administration
canada

Zhejiang	Gongshang	University,	 
MBA School
china

New Affiliated Member
Executive Development centre

Zhejiang	Zhongke	Institute	of	Business
china

New Associate Members
academic

European college of Economics and 
Management (EcEM)
bulgaria 

KIMEp university,  
Bang college of Business
kazakhstan

nazarbayev university,  
Graduate School of Business
kazakhstan

New Associate Member
Executive Development centre

Institut Futura21
switzerland

New Honorary Members

James Fleck, former Dean,  
the open university Business School
united kingdom

chris Greensted, Senior Advisor, 
Quality Services unit, EFMD

Jean-louis Scaringella, former Deputy 
Director General, Studies, public Affairs 
and policy, chambre de commerce et 
d’Industrie de paris Ile-de-France
France

EFMD MEMBErSHIp

nEw MEMbErs to bE ratiFiED
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EFMD tEAM

(1) Eric Cornuel

Director general & CEO

(2) Helke Carvalho Hernandes

Deputy Director general, Development 

and External Relations

(3) Julio Urgel

Deputy Director general, Operations and 

Quality

(4) Caroline taylor

Assistant to the Management team

Business School Services unit

(5) Christian Delporte

Director

(6) Diana grote

Manager

(7) Robin Hartley

Manager

(8) Delphine Hauspy

Manager

(9) Virginie Heredia-Rosa

Manager

(10) inês Proença

Coordinator

corporate Services unit

(11) Richard straub

Director & CliP Programme Director

(12) shanshan ge

senior Manager

(13) Florence gregoire

Membership Manager

(14) Caroline Malvaux

Coordinator

2014
EFMD Team

7

1

8

2

9

3

10

4

11

5

12

6
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EFMD tEaM

research & Surveys unit

(15) ulrich hommel

Director

(16) christophe lejeune

research advisor

(17) Francesca Falco

coordinator

Quality Services unit

(18) Michael osbaldeston

Director

(5) christian Delporte

senior advisor

(15) ulrich hommel

senior advisor

(19) gordon shenton

senior advisor

(20) roland van Dierdonck

senior advisor

(21) isabel ramos

Manager

(22) veronique roumans

Manager

(23) catarina botelho

coordinator

(24) simonne Mac Donald

coordinator

(25) Marielle van renterghem

coordinator

(26) Magdalena wanot

coordinator
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20

14

21

15

22

16

23

17

24

18
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EFMD tEAM

Eu cooperation unit

(11) Richard straub

Director 

Membership Services unit

(27) liliane gaspari

Manager

(28) Mayen Enodien

Project Manager

projects unit

(29) Christophe terrasse

Director

(30) Boriana Marinova

senior Project Manager

(31) Pavlina Blazkova

Coordinator

(17) Francesca Falco

Coordinator

2014
EFMD Team

31

25

32

26

33

27

34

28

35

29

36

30
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EFMD tEAM

Marketing, communications & it unit

(32) Matthew Wood

Director, Communications

(33) Martine Plompen

Associate Director, Marketing & 

Communications

(34) Muriel Ebrahime

Marketing Manager

(28) Mayen Enodien

Project Manager, Marketing & 

governance

(35) Nick Pergoot

Manager, it

(36) Patsy Van Autreve

Manager

Finance unit

(37) André Fizaine

Director

(38) Benoît de grand Ry

senior Manager, Finance and HR

(39) Angela Rojas

Manager

(40) isabelle De greef

Assistant

Support Services

(41) Claude loux

Coordinator, Office & Reception

Special Advisors

(42) Nadine Burquel

senior Advisor, Projects and  

EU Cooperation

(43) Jan ginneberge

strategic Advisor, Corporate services

(44) Chris greensted

senior Advisor, Quality services

(45) griet Houbrechts

senior Advisor, Business schools 

services

(46) liliana Petrella

special Advisor, Responsible 

Management Education
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All amounts are in Euros codes 31/12/2013 31/12/2012

Fixed Assets 20/28 2,242,961 2,217,499

I. Constitution expenses 20  

II. Intangible assets 21 7,551 18,957

Ill. Tangible assets 22/27 2,164,340  2,127,976

a.1. land and buildings (in freehold) 22/91 1,846,039 1,885,653

b.1. plant, machinery and equipment (in freehold) 231 148,290 127,612

c.1. Furniture and vehicles (in freehold) 241 170,011 114,711

D. leasing and other similar rights 25  

E.1. other tangible assets (in freehold) 261  

F. assets under construction and advance payments 27  

IV. Financial assets 28 71,070 70,566

a. affiliated entities 280/1  

 1. participating interest in affiliated companies 280  

 2. amounts receivable 281  

b. other companies linked by participating interests 282/3  

 1. participating interests 282  

 2. amounts receivable 283  

c. other financial assets 284/8 71,070 70,566

 1. shares 284  

 2. amounts receivable and cash guarantees 285/8 71,070 70,566

Current Assets 29/58 4,268,966 7,139,934

V. Amounts receivable after more than one year 29  

a. trade debtors 290  

b. other amounts receivable 291  

VI. Stocks and contracts in progress 3  

a. stocks 30/36  

 1. raw materials and consumables 30/31  

 2. work in progress 32  

 3. Finished goods 33  

 4. goods purchased for resale 34  

 5. immovable property acquired or constructed for resale 35  

 6. advance payments 36  

b. contracts in progress 37  

VII. Amounts receivable within one year 40/41 880,995 3,850,689

a. trade debtors 40 597,284 3,585,805

b. other amounts receivable 41 283,711 264,884

VIII. Investments 50/53 3,311,041 3,223,244 

a. own shares 50  

b. other investments and deposits 51/53 3,311,041 3,223,244

IX. Cash at bank and in hand 54/58 5,148  4,341

X. Deferred expenses and accrued revenue 490/1 71,782 61,660

Total Assets 20/58 6,511,927 9,357,433

balancE shEEts: assEts

FInAncIAl StAtEMEntS 2013

Financial statements 2013
Balance Sheets: Assets
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All amounts are in Euros codes 31/12/2013 31/12/2012

Social Funds 10/15 4,045,446 3,871,459

I. Associative funds 10  

a. initial patrimony 100  

b. permanent means 101  

Ill. Revaluation surplus 12  

IV. Allocated funds 13  

V. Profit carried forward 140 4,045,446 3,871,459

    Loss carried forward 141  

VI. Investment grants 15  

Provisions 16  178,000

VII. A. Provisions for liabilities and charges 160/5  178,000

 1. pensions and similar obligations 160  

 2. taxation 161  

 3. Major repairs and maintenance 162  

 4. other liabilities and charges 163/5  178,000

 B. Provisions for donations and legacies with right of recovery 168  

Creditors 17/49 2,466,481  5,307,974

VIII. Amounts payable after more than one year 17 468,506  501,060

a. Financial debts 170/4 468,506 501,060

 1. subordinated loans 170  

 2. unsubordinated debentures 171  

 3. leasing and other similar obligations 172  

 4. credit institutions 173 468,506 501,060

 5. other loans 174  

b. trade debts 175  

 1. suppliers 1750  

 2. bills of exchange payable 1751  

c. advances received on contracts in progress 176  

D. other amounts payable 179  

 1. interest-bearing 1790  

 2. non-productive of interest or with an abnormally low interest 1791  

 3. securities received in cash 1792  

IX. Amounts payable within one year 42/48 1,256,793  1,138,729 

a. current portion of amounts payable after more than one year 42 32,554 31,440

b. Financial debts 43  

 1. credit institutions 430/8  

 2. other loans 439  

c. trade debts 44 764,414 609,943

 1. suppliers 440/4 764,414 609,943

 2. bills of exchange payable 441  

D. advances received on contracts in progress 46 173,086 291,752                

E. taxes, remuneration and social security 45 286,739 205,061                

 1. taxes 450/3 48,330 7,562                        

 2. remuneration and social security 454/9 238,409 197,499                        

F. other amounts payable 48  533                

 1. bonds, dividends and securities received in cash 480/8  

 2. other various debts producing interest 4890  

 3. other various debts non-productive of interest or with an abnormally low interest 4891  533                        

X. Accrued expenses and deferred revenue 492/3 741,182  3,668,185 

Total Liabilities 10/49 6,511,927  9,357,433

balancE shEEts: liabilitiEs

FInAncIAl StAtEMEntS 2013

Financial statements 2013
Balance Sheets: Liabilities
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All amounts are in Euros codes 1/1/2013- 1/1/2012-

   31/12/2013 31/12/2012

II. Operating expenses 60/64 7,234,753 6,807,710

a. raw materials, consumables and goods for resale 60 270,621 

 1. purchases 600/8 270,621 

 2. increase (-); Decrease (+) in stocks 609  

b. services and other goods 61 4,677,922 4,506,294

c. remuneration, social security costs and pensions 62 2,092,571 1,974,407

D. Depreciation of and other amounts written off constitution expenses,  630 156,321 160,313 
     intangible and tangible fixed assets

E. increase (+); Decrease (-) in amounts written off stocks,  631/4 114,503 69,824 
    contracts in progress and trade debtors

F. increase (+); Decrease (-) in provisions for liabilities and expenses 635/7 (178,000) 

g. other operating expenses 640/8 100,815 96,872

h. operating expenses capitalised as reorganisation costs (-) 649  

V. Financial expenses 65 42,337  42,376 

a. interest and other debt expenses 650 18,020 19,103

b. increase (+); Decrease (-) in amounts written off  651   
    current assets other than mentioned under ii.E.

c. other financial expenses 652/9 24,317 23,273

VIII. Extraordinary expenses 66  

a. Extraordinary depreciation of and extraordinary amounts written off  660   
     constitution expenses, intangible and tangible fixed assets

b. amounts written off financial fixed assets 661  

c. provisions for extraordinary liabilities and expenses (increase +, decrease -) 662  

D. loss on disposal of fixed assets 663  

E. other extraordinary expenses 664/8  

F. Extraordinary expenses capitalised as reorganisation costs (-) 669  

Xl. Profit for the period (transferred to profit carried forward) 70/67 173,987 228,890 

Total  60/67 7,451,077 7,078,976

incoME statEMEnt: EXpEnsEs

FInAncIAl StAtEMEntS 2013

Financial statements 2013
Income Statement: Expenses
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All amounts are in Euros codes 1/1/2013- 1/1/2012-

   31/12/2013 31/12/2012

I. Operating revenue 70/74 7,430,057  7,037,524 

a. turnover 70 4,015,502 3,192,371

b. increase (+); Decrease (-) in stocks of finished goods, work and contracts in progress 71  

c. own construction capitalised 72  

D. Membership fees, donations, legacies and subsidies 73 2,914,961 3,422,805

E. other operating revenue 74 499,594 422,348

IV. Financial revenue 75 21,020 41,452 

a. revenue from financial fixed assets 750 6 23

b. revenue from current assets 751 18,601 36,047

c. other financial revenue 752/9 2,413 5,382

VII. Extraordinary revenue 76  

a. adjustments to depreciation of and to other amounts  760   
    written off intangible and tangible fixed assets

b. adjustments to amounts written off financial fixed assets 761  

c. adjustments to provisions for extraordinary liabilities and expenses 762  

D. gain on disposal of fixed assets 763  

E. other extraordinary revenue 764/9  

XI Loss for the period 67/70  

Total  70/77 7,451,077 7,078,976

incoME statEMEnt: rEvEnuEs

FInAncIAl StAtEMEntS 2013

Financial statements 2013
Income Statement: Revenues

Other (5%)

Contracts and Projects (6%)

Quality Services (33%)

Conferences (18%)

Corporate (6%)

Business Schools (32%)
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 (Eur 000s)

opErating rEvEnuE  7,152

DirEct EXpEnsEs  (1,354)

ovErhEaDs 

personnel (incl. regular consultants & interim personnel) (4,196)

rent & Maintenance (203)

office Equipment (63)

administrative expenses (93)

printing materials (96)

travel & related expenses (290)

Fees (external consultants & miscellaneous services) (381)

communication expenses (30)

other overhead expenses (112)

Depreciation on fixed assets  (1) (160)

amounts written down on debts  (2) (75)

Financial & Exceptional results 30

total ovErhEaDs (5,669)

nEt rEsult (3) 129

cash Flow (3) + (1) + (2) 364

ForEcast 2014

FInAncIAl StAtEMEntS 2013

Financial statements 2013
Forecast 2014
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Comments on the Balance 
Sheet 2013

at year-end 2013, the social funds 

amounted to €4,045,446 while the 

long-term debt equaled €468,506. a 

provision of €178,000, made last year to 

cover potential risks on contracts linking 

EFMD, subcontractors and the European 

commission has not materialized (code 

163). long-term resources represented a 

total of €4,513,952 and were partly used 

to finance the fixed assets amounting 

to €2,242,961. EFMD’s cash position was 

positive at €3,316,189.

intangible assets (code 21) cover it 

software, whereas the tangible assets 

encompass the EFMD office premises 

(rue gachard 88, 4th and 5th floor), 

which are depreciated over a 50-year 

period. non moveable assets (code 231) 

are depreciated over a 10-year period 

and moveable assets (code 241) over a 

3-year or 5-year period. the financial 

assets (code 288) mainly represent cash 

advances for social security. 

the trade debtor account (code 40) 

amounts to €880,995. 

• Due to changes in fiscal legislation, 

membership fees can no longer be 

invoiced in advance. last year, they 

accounted for €2,819,166 whose 

counterpart was under the deferred 

revenue in creditors (492/3).

• EFMD invoiced the fees for the 2014 

conference for Deans and Directors 

general in December 2013. other 

EQuis or Epas invoices were also due 

at the end of the year.

• invoices pre-dating 2013 have been 

totally written off. they represent 

about 1.5% of the total invoicing.

• other amounts receivable (code 41) 

mostly represent advance payments 

(€283,711) 

the amounts payable within one year 

(€1,256,793) include:

• annuities on loans for 2014 totaling 

€32,554 (code 42),

• ordinary debts to suppliers equal to 

€764,414 (code 440/4),

• advances received on European 

contracts (€173,086), which directly 

increased the cash position,

• social security liabilities and other 

debts amounting to €286,739.

Comments on the Income 
Statement 2013

EFMD’s operating revenue (€7,430,057) 

increased by 5.58% compared to 2012. 

Membership dues decreased, while the 

conferences activities and the Quality 

services activities both increased 

significantly. nominal business school 

membership has indeed decreased 

(-17%) as schools now also belong to 

the international organisation based in 

geneva, EFMD global network (EFMD 

gn). Quality services activities increase 

is mostly due to an ever-increasing 

number of schools and programs 

accredited or re-accredited. revenues 

from contracts and projects have 

remained stable.

operating expenses (€7,234,753) 

increased by 6% compared to 2012 

(€6,807,710), mostly due to the hiring of 

new staff and consultants (+€215,143) 

and the increase of direct expenses 

linked to these activities. 

the net result in 2013 is €173,987 and 

the cash flow amounted to €444,811. 

overall, EFMD is again in the comfortable 

position in 2014 of being able to fund 

strategic investments and strengthen 

current activities with projected 

surpluses. 

Comments on the Forecast 
2014

the operating revenue should be 

slightly lower than in 2013 due to a 

postponement of the invoicing of 

project activities and the fact that more 

members are signing up to EFMD gn.

Direct expenses will decrease 

moderately while personnel expenses 

and other overheads will remain stable.

the net result is projected to be in the 

range of €129,000 and the cash flow at 

€364,000.

given that the annuities of the loan 

on the real estate represent only 

€32,554, EFMD will continue to self-

finance investments in a number 

of key development areas such as 

the development of new activities, 

the implementation of the strategy 

vis-à-vis corporate members 

and the continuation of EFMD’s 

internationalisation. 

all these above-mentioned items are 

already integrated into the forecasts  

for 2014.

coMMEnts

FInAncIAl StAtEMEntS 2013

Financial report 2013
Comments
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